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1- An upland surface which is bounded by one or more steep slopes is called................ .
1. plain

2. shelf

3. Plateau

4. continent

2- When a major earthquake occurs, several different types of ……………. are radiated in all directions.
1. ocean waves

2. seismic waves

3. mortal waves

4. magnetic waves

3- The crust and the mantle of the earth are in …………………….
1. conflict with each other

2. dynamic adjustment

3. collision

4. eruption

4- A mass of ice of limited width moving outward from where it is located is called................ .
1. sand dunes

2. ice sheet

3. inner core

4. glacier

3. precambrain

4. granite

5- Shields form the ……………. of the continents.
1. cores

2. soils

6- Lava comes out to the surface of the earth through ................ .
1. rain

2. snow

3. fissures

4. storms

7- During the war between Iran and Iraq ………………………. weapons were used.
1. physical

2. mechanical

3. mineral

4. chemical

3. fracture

4. crust

8- The surface of the earth is called ………………….. .
1. fissure

2. radius

9- Among the solid planets, …………. is the smallest,with a diameter of 4840 km.
1. the Earth

2. Pluto

3. Mercury

4. Mars

10- The ………………. Problems of our society will hopefully be solved.
1. economically

2. economic

3. economics

4. economy

11- Ancient civilizations believed earth to be …………………….
1. triangle

2. square

3. flat

4. circle

3. either

4. too

12- I feel ……………….. sick to go for a walk.
1. so
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13- Ancient people ………………. their money in the ground. They put their money under the ground.
1. buried

2. digged

3. decreased

4. decomposed

14- The earth ……………………. Is round can be measured in terms of degrees.
1. who

2. So

3. which

4. whom

15- In this century, energy crisis has led to a search for different kinds of energy sources. 'Crisis'

means........... .
1. management

2. sources

3. determination

4. problem

16- The line at which the earth and sea or sky seem to meet is called.....................
1. horizon

2. crisis

3. axis

4. tilt

17- The sun rays reach the earth's surface. 'Rays' means........... .
1. tilts

2. flows

3. beams

4. shadows

18- Winds are currents of air which usually flow horizontally on the ………….. of the earth.
1. mass

2. surface

3. wells

4. axis

19- Geographers believe that wind………………………..
1. is the only cause for soil erosion
2. causes erosion in a particular topographical area
3. helps the erosion of land
4. wind has no role in erosion

20- In most parts of the world, meter ……………………….. is used to measure length.
1. depth

2. scale

3. width

4. range

21- Synoptic weather pattern is one of the factors in creating ………………………….winds.
1. local

2. rare

3. national

4. international

22- When the surface of the ocean is in contact with an air mass, ……………….. takes place.
1. rain

2. snow

3. damage

4. evaporation

23- Geographically speaking ………………… is falling rain mixed with ice, or we can say rain drops which

have been frozen and then partly melted.
1. sleet

3  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. snow

3. hail
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24- Climatic factors which develop soil occurrence are particularly temperature and …………….. .
1. vapor

2. water

3. snow

4. heat

25- If my friend were here, he.....................the answers.
1. know

2. knows

3. will know

4. would know

26- Wood and stone are solid objects. 'Solid' means............ .
1. 

2. 

3.  

4.



27- The radiation of the sun can cause skin cancer. 'Radiation' means................... .
1. 

2.  

3. 

4. 

28- A meteorologist could predict this bad weather we had today. 'Meteorologist' means................ .
1.   

2. 



3. 

!

4.   !

29- I usually drink mineral water every morning before having breakfast. 'Mineral' means............... .
1. 

2.



3. "

4. #

30- The poor man sat on the margin on the úreat Lakes. 'Margin' means................ .
1. $

3  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2.   %

3. &' 
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